FIVE MAJOR CULTURAL WAYS GLOBAL AUDIENCES//MARKETS DIFFER
Stereotypes or useful cultural literacy?   
Adapted From: Cross functional teams: Working with Allies, enemies, and other strangers, by Glenn Parker144-145

Reverence for Hierarchy
Team members from countries that revere hierarchy are less likely to speak up and especially less likely to disagree with the team leader and other team members who hold a higher rank in the organization. Latin Americans, as well as people from China, Russia, Japan and India, revere hierarchy, whereas Israel scores low; the United States falls somewhere in the middle. Achieving a true consensus in a multicultural team can be problematic unless you are aware of the different views of hierarchy.

For example:  Tim Miller heads a cross-cultural virtual team at BakBone Software that includes members from San Diego, California, Lanham, Maryland, Poole, England, and Tokyo, Japan. Miller finds that communication with the Japanese members during teleconference meetings has to be carefully managed because “in Japan, a yes-or no question almost always results in a ‘yes’ answer, even if it shouldn’t” (Alexander, 2000, p. 55).
Reverence for Hierarchy can extend to intense value of celebrities as spokespeople in their field.

Individualism Versus Collectivism
American team members are highly individualistic and, therefore, value independence and are primarily  concerned with their own achievements, whereas people from collectivist countries see themselves as part of the team first and strive for team harmony and team success. When harmony is highly valued by some team members, they will not communicate their honest opinions during a disagreement, causing problems for individualistic members who openly communicate their ideas.
When individuality is shown in markets, it can be intense, different, or explosive.

Task Versus Relationships
Team members from “all-business” cultures such as Japan, Germany, and the United States value hard work and dedication over relationships among members, concern for others, and work-life balance that are  hallmarks of the cultures of Sweden and the Netherlands. Understanding these differences can help plan team meetings and team-building events.
Marketing/ads in task cultures are ‘all business’ rapid fire experience with superlatives (super-wow, extreme etc.)
 
Risk Avoidance
Team members from countries such as Denmark think outside the box, embrace change,and encourage innovation, whereas team members from risk-avoidance cultures such as Japan value stability and [quality] control. Understanding these differences can be important on new-product development teams.
[Think the original reputation of Japanese cars as built to last versus quailities of built in obsolescence.]

Long-Term Versus Short-Term Orientation
“This dimension most clearly differentiates Eastern and Western cultures. China and Japan, for example, emphasize persistence, patience, and a long-term view, whereas Germany, France, and the United States value the present, over night success stories (‘live fast, die young, leave a beautiful corpse’), the here-and-now, and the need to get it done today. For cross-functional teams, this orientation toward time can have an impact on the team’s willingness and interest in developing a plan and sticking to it.”

”Team members from low-context countries such as Germany, Sweden, and the United States communicate directly, care little for developing relationships, and like to “get down to business.” Team members from high-context countries in Latin America, East Asia, and the Arab world like to take the time to build relationships, develop trust, and socialize with their teammates.”  
(Drink over ritualized tea; team goes out for Saki;  Golf etc, Workers are family in a hierarchy) 


